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rABSTRACT:
-A,~ Seismic reflection data, collected by Western Geophysical in 1973,
". /' were used to characterize and map the faults off the western coast of
Puerto Rico. One of the seismic lines from this survey, Line 10 1310,
was'reprocessed to improve the definition of the structural features.
Careful chosing of deconvolution and stacking parameters resulted in
"further suppression of multiples; improved definition of water bottom,
sediment layers, faults and basin boundaries.
Offshore western Puerto Rico can be broken into \several regions,
each displaying seismic characteristics associated with different structural
styles. Major fault and map patterns seen in these different regions include
extension to the northwest associated with Mona Canyon, north-south
trending strike-slip along the western edge of the study area, and
east-~est trending strike-slip off the south west coast of Puerto Rico.
One interpretation these features is the counterclockwise rotation of the
Puerto Rico Virgin Island microplate. This microplate is not moving as a
rigid block, rather it is undergoing internal deformation. This deformation
is taking place along a series of east- west trending strike-slip faults
including and south of the Oesecheo ridge fault.
1
INTRODUCTION:
Puerto Rico is located on the eastern end of the Greater Antilles
which also includes Cuba, Hispaniola and Jamaica. These islands form
the Northern Caribbean margin which separates the Caribbean basin from
the North American plate. (Figure 1)
To the north of Puerto Rico lies the Puerto Rico Trench To the
east, the Puerto Rico Trench curves southward to become the subduction
zone of the active Lesser Antilles island arc. To the west of Puerto Rico
the Puerto Rico Trench runs north of and through Hispaniola where it
grades into a diffuse zone of left-lateral strike~slip-faults (Erikson, Pindell
and Larue, 1989).
To the south of Puerto Rico lies the Muertos trough. Based on the
multichannel reflection lines obtained by Ladd et ai, 1977, it is well
established that Caribbean oceanic crust is being underthrust beneath
Puerto Rico and Eastern Hispaniola at the Muertos Trough. Additional
evidence for subauction consists 'of a 1OOmGal negative free air gravity
anomaly centered over the trough, which suggests that the trench is not in
isostatic equilibrium (Byrne et ai, 1985). This subduction is
forming an accretionary wedge along the lower insular slope (Ladd et ai,
1977, Byrne et ai, 1985). This accretionary prism gives a clear impression
of becoming' narrower and less well defined eastward. At least 40 km of
2
underthrusting has been documented at 68.5°W with an average dip of 11 °
(Ladd and others, 1977) , but this decreases to zero at 65°W (Masson and .
("
Scanlon, 1991).
'~- To the east of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands lies the Anegada
Passage which extends from the Atlantic ocean southwest to north of St.
Croix. This passage probably marks the easternmost edge of the Greater
Antilles microplate system (Byrne et ai, 1985). There is good evidence of
~
extension along the southwestern portion of the Anegada Passage which is
confirmed by earthquake analysis, which shows that shallow earthquakes
appear to be associated with movement on the basin boundary faults
(Murphy and McCann, 1979). Although suspected, it is unclear whether or
not a significant strike slip component exists.(Speed and Larue, 1991).
Bathymetric data show that the extensional trough extends northeastward
,
through the Anega~a· passage to the deformation front of the Lesser
Antilles arc (Masson and Scanlon, 1991).
To the west of Puerto Rico lies the Mona Passage which separates
Puerto Rico from Hispaniola.
There are three sets of faults between Puerto Rico and Hispaniola.
The northern most is a south-dipping normal fault, the 19° Latitude Fault.
The second set are extensional faults associated with the Mona Canyon, a
3
north-south trending graben that has a throw of over 2 km and cumulative
"-heave on the or<!er of 10 km.
'--
South of the Mona Canyon lies the third set, a complex of faults,
which reach from the southern termination of the Mona Canyon south to
the uppermost limit of Muertos Trough accretion, (Larue and Ryan, 1991).
It is this third set which are the subject of my research. Offset along
these faults has been interpreted in two ways. One interpretation is that
they are normal with throws of up to 2 km and little strike-slip
displacement, Larue et al. (1991). This model is based on a preliminary
examination of the seismic lines being used in this project together with
two seismic lines acquired by the Texas Institute for Geophysics. This
extension is proposed to be part of a complex, connected by transfer
zones, representing a large (100 km by 100 km) extensional allochthon
sliding southwards into the Muertos trough. This allochthon is structurally
on top of an extensional boundary, represented by the Mona Canyon north
of the allochthon (Larue 1991 )(Figure 2a). An alternate interpretation is
that offset along these faults is predominantly strike-slip with vertical
displacement playing a secondary role. There are several studies where
this motion would present the best fit solution. For example, a
paleomagnetic study of the essentially undeformed middle Tertiary
carbonate sequence along the north coast of Puerto Rico was conducted
4
by (Reid et al 1991). Using the me~m observed declination direction of
335° for Puerto Rico and the mean expected declination direction for
\
cratonic North America of 359° during the late Oligocene to middle
Miocene (Irving and Irving, 1982)., this study concluded that the island of
Puerto Rico tectonically rotated counterclockwise 24° +/- 5.8° with
respect to North America. (Figure 2b) The implied rotation rate during this
time, 4°/my is identical to what would be predicted for Puerto Rico if the
crustal block behaved as a cylindrical-shaped terrane bounded by strike-slip
fault zones (Reid et aI., 1991).
A review of local seismicity from 1990 to 1992 involved 319
earthquakes (Figure 3). These earthquakes were located between 66°
and 67° Longitude and 17.8° and 18.2° Latitude to a depth of 40 km. The
first motion was left lateral strike-slip in 28 out of 34 in a combination of
the Valle de Guanajibo and Valle de Lajas (Huerfano and Bataille, 1995).
Strike-slip motion would also restore stratigraphy in Southwest Puerto Rico
by putting facies of mudstones, limestones and volcanics in alignment.
(Almy et al in prep, 1995).
GEOLOGY:
Puerto Rico was formed as part of an island arc situated above a
southwest dipping subduction zone. This arc began forming about 150
5
million years ago when the North American Plate began to subduct
underneath the Caribbean plate (Ave Lallemant, 1991).
In the Early Tertiary, the Cuban portion of the arc collided with
the Bahama Bank (Pindell and Barrett, 1990). Volcanism and normal
subduction continued in the Puerto Rican section of the arc where normal
ocean crust was still being subducted (Mattson, 1979). In ~he late Eocene
to Early Oligocene, the eastern part of ~he island arc including Puerto Rico
was involved in a poorly understood orogenic event which resulted in
termination of volcanism, intense deformation and uplift on the order of
several kilometers. This was probably related to changes in plate motion
accompanying plate reorganization (Erikson, 1991). After the final arc
magmatism in the Paleogene, there was general subsidence and deposition
of thic~ limestone sequences. This deposition continued to late Miocene
time. (Perfit et ai, 1980, Speed and Larue, 1991). After the Pliocene,
further tectonism led to anticlinal arching and subsequent uplift and erosion
of Puerto Rico leaving limestone only in the northern and southern zones.
,
(Mattson, Draper, Lewis, 1990).
Today Puerto Rico can be divided into three main morphotectonic
zones; (Figure 4) the Central Igneous zone and the Northern and Southern
Carbonate zones. The Northern and Southern Carbonate Zones each are
comprised of gently dipping middle Oligocene through middle Miocene
6
marine sedimentary rocks. The Central Igneous zone or 'older' complex is
composed of lavas and volcanogenic sedimentary rocks, ranging in age
from Early Cretaceous to late Eocene and intruded by Upper Cretaceous
and lower Tertiary granitoid rocks. The central igneous zone is divided
into three structural blocks or provinces which are separated by major
northeast-trending fault zones (Mattson, Draper, Lewis, 1990). These fault
zones have been named the Great Northern Puerto Rico fault zone and
Great Southern Puerto Rico Fault zone. (Glover, 1971). These fault zones
have undergone major vertical and left-lateral wrench movements during a
history of intermittent activity that may have begun in Early CretaC?eous
(Glover 1971). Total strike-slip offset is not well constrained, the lack of
lithological and facies correlations across the zones suggests that a large
amount of horizontal movement has occurred. It could be in excess of 50
km (Erikson et ai, 1990). Faults occur within the blocks bordered by the
major fault zones but there is no evidence for major strike-slip movement
and the general pattern seems to be one of normal block faulting (Lewis
and Draper, 1990). The Southwestern Igneous province and Eocene belt,
south of the South fault zone, is the only part of Puerto Rico where folding
is prominent. The Northern Carbonate zone is essentially undeformed. A
few minor faults with less than 30 m of offset have been mapped
(Berryhill, 1965). The Southern Carbonate zone is faulted and in many
7
places along their northern margin the Tertiary strata are faulted against
rocks of the Central Igneous zone. \
In southwestern Puerto Rico the Bermeja basement complex is
covered by an older bedded sequence of moderately to intensely folded
sedimentary and volcanic rocks and a younger bedded sequence of
sedimentary rocks which has been tilted dipping gently towards the coast.
Most folds of the older bedded sequence are overturned or asymmetric.
The general trend of the older bedded sequence is N. 60°. In the extreme
southwest, however, the folds arc to the southwest. Most faults are
transverse to the fold axes in the area. There seem to be three sets, one
trending about N. 45° E, another at N. 20° Wand a set of east-west
left-lateral strike-slip faults. The most prominent faults in the area are the
, - - I
Cordillera and San German faults. (Figure 5) These large east-west
left-lateral strike slip faults cross the area, offsetting and offset by two sets
--
of transverse faults. Displacement along the Cordillera fault decreases
from east to west. To the east the Rio Blanco-Yauco contact is displaced
about 14 km, and the Las Mesas anticlinal axis farther west is displaced an
estimated 6 km. Near the western end of the fault the contact of the
~, southern serpentinite and the Rio Loco is displaced only about 1 km. From
\
Rosario westward, part of the movement is taken up by another parallel
strike-slip fault and perhaps also by thrust faulting
8
The San German
fault's length and orientation parallel to the Cordillera fault suggest that it
is also a strike-slip fault (Mattson 1960).
The oldest rocks in southwest Puerto Rico belong to the Bermeja
complex, which consists of serpentinite containing rafts of chert and
metabasalt (Figure 6). Lying unconformable on the Bermeja Complex are
the Maguayo Volcano-Stratigraphic association which consists of the
Boqueron Basalt, Lajas Formation and the Basaltic Andesite. These are
overlain by the Parguera and Cotui Ljmestone. (Volckmann, 1984). These
"
limestones are in turn overlain by the EI Rayo and Monte Grande
Volcano-Stratigraphic Association. The remainder of southwestern Puerto
Rico consists of stratified rocks of late Cretaceous and early Tertiary age
that were intruded by mostly shallow plutons (Schellekens et ai, 1993).
RESEARCH: \
This research project has endeavored to characterize and map the
faults which are located off the western coast of Puerto Rico. Seismic
reflection lines collected by Western Geophysical in 1973 for the Puerto
Rico Power Company provided the basis for this research. These lines
were laid out in a coarse grid pattern running north-south, and east-west
along the western coast of Puerto Rico. The grid spacing is roughly 5 to
10 miles (Figure 7)•.,Research was broken into two parts. One was to
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reprocess one of the seismic lines from this survey in order to improve the
definition of structural features. The second segment was mapping the
faults using all the original paper copies of these lines.
PROCESSING:
The line chosen for reprocessing was Line 131 D which runs
north-south along the western coast of Puerto Rico. This line was chosen
because it crosses several faults perpendicular to strike.
Since the 1970's when these lines were first processed there have
been advancements in both acquisition and processing of seismic data.
While nothing can be done to improve the acquisition parameters for this
data set, it was felt that reprocessing alone could substantially improve
both temporal and spatial resolution. When this data was originally
collected, basic processing included: filtering, deconvolution and stacking.
. .
Each of these basic processing steps has been repeated in this study with
spatially varying deconvolution parameters, careful velocity analysis and·
the addition of migration. The use of modern computers with larger
capacity disks and greater speeds, allow for more flexibility in choosing
paramet~, both vertically and horizontally, along the profile.
The data were demultiplexed data and recorded on an 800 bpi
magnetic tape in Segy format. One tape, which contained about 50
10
shots was missing from the original data set creating a gap in the profile.
800 bpi tapes are not in common use today and before any prc:>cessing
could take place the data had to be transferred to 6250 bpi tapes. Data
processing was done using Galaxy seismic data processing software by
Halliburton Geophysical using both an Apollo/Hewlett Packard and an IBM
workstation. Table 1 is a flow chart of processing steps.
Preprocessing started with an examination of all the shot records to
edit out any noisy records or traces. This was accomplished by printing
hard copies of each shot gather for examination. All undesirable records
were edited out, undesirable traces were scaled to zero (Figure 8).
The basic shot geometry had to be determined, before the records
could be sorted into common midpoint gathers. There were no observers'
logs available with the lines so this information was obtained from the
headings printed on the paper copies of the line. The line is broken into
two major segments (segment I and II) Segment I (Shotpoint 791 thru
690), was recorded over deep water off the southwestern coast of the
island. This data was recorded on a 24-channel streamer with a near
offset of 615 feet, cable length of 5,060 feet and a group interval of 220
feet. On this portion of the line eight seconds of 2 millisecond data were
recorded. Segment II (shotpoint 702 thru 12), which is the majority of
the line, also was recorded on a 24-channel streamer but with a near
11
offset of 230 feet, cable length 2530 feet and a group interval of 110 feet.
For this segment, there were six seconds of 2 millisecond data collected.
Both segment I and segment II had shot intervals of 220 feet. This
resulted in common midpoints every 110 feet with a 12 fold coverage on
segment I, and common midpoints every 55 feet with a 6 fold coverage
on segment II.
during the sort.
Later this data was resorted summing adjacent CMPs
\.
Using these geometries, the shot records were sorted into common
midpoint gathers (Figure 9).
The first major processing step is deconvolution. Before
'I
deconvolution can be effectively performed, the data must be corrected
for loss of amplitude due to wavefront divergence. The scaling program
that was used is called' ABC Scale'. This program uses an algorithm with
three components to correct for transmission loss, spherical divergence
and overall low signal amplitudes.
Gain(j) = A*t{j) + B*20*log10{T{j)) + C
where{j) = sample index
T{j) = time in seconds at samples
The user chooses the values for A, Band C and a starting and ending time
for a curve which determines which portion of the record the algorithm is
applied. The choice of the ABC scaling factors were determined by the
combination that brought up signal amplitudes so they could be seen
throughout the record. Figure 10 is of a record which has be processed
12
with different scaling factors and the same curve. On this record the
~--- ...--
chosen 4.5, 4.5, 4.5 (Figure 10b) parameters appear to scale the
amplitudes of the signal so the record is easily interpreted throughout.
The curve parameters were used to produce data with balanced
amplitudes. This is shown in Figure 11. In all cases the ABC parameters
are 4.5,4.5,4.5 for transmission loss, spherical divergence, and gain.
Figure 11a shows the result of using the entire record - from .002 to 3.0
seconds to develop the curve. This suppresses the amplitudes at the top
of the record while bringing the bottom amplitudes up too much. Figure
11b uses a curve from 1.0 to 3.0. the latter part of the record is still
scaled too high. Figure 11c contains the chosen parameters , ABC of
4.5, 4.5, 4.5, respectively and a curve going from 0.9 to 1.9 seconds.
These parameters had to be adjusted as the water depth changed along
the profile. Figure 12 shows an example of the scaling chosen for records
recorded over deeper water. These chosen parameters were 1.5, 1.5, 1.5
as the ABC scaling factors and 0.002 to 5.0 seconds as the starting and
ending times for the curve. Sections of the line where the water depth
was less than 0.2 seconds it was difficult to find any ABC parameters that
were successful. All combinations of parameters brought up the
amplitudes from the bottom of the record but no combination brought up
--"
the data from 0.8 and 1.8 seconds. The chosen parameters for the areas
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of the line in shallow water were 0,10,0 as the ABC scaling factors and
1.1 to 1.7 seconds for the start and end of the curve. (Figure 13)
After scaling the data, deconvolution parameters were chosen.
Deconvolution improves temporal resolution of seismic data by
compressing the basic seismic wavelet. Careful choice of deconvolution
parameters makes prominent reflectors stand out more distinctively and
removes the short period multiples.
Ideally a spike source and the earth impulse response to the energy
we have generated would be recorded. What is actually recorded is a
combination of the seismic wavelet which is not a spike, the earth impulse
response and noise.
Deconvolution filters out the seismic wavelet leaving just the earth
impulse response and noise. This is accomplished by applying an inverse
filter to the data. This filter is calculated using a filter length and a lag
time. The filter length is equivalent to the wavelength of the source
wavelet. The lag time equals the length of time desired for the output
wavelet. Various filter and lag lengths were tested on the data to
determine which produced the greatest improvement. Examples of a
record processed with different filter lengths are shown on Figure 14.
The lag time and analysis window were identical for all three records. The
differences in the records processed with the different operator lengths
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were very subtle, making it diffictJlt to determine which operator to chose.
To aid in the choice of an operator length an auto correlation was
performed on the. records after deconvolution. This shows how well
deconvolution using different operator lengths compressed the wavelet
(Figures 15, 16, 17). Without decon the autocorrelation function appears
to be spread over 0.10 seconds. The shorter filter lengths (.026 and
.050) do little to compress this wavelet. The.1 00 filter length
compresses most of the wavelet energy into a spike. There is some small
improvement with the .150 and .200 operator length, but not
considerable. The 0.100 operator was chosen.
Once the operator length was chosen spiking and various lag lengths
were tested with this operator (Figure 18). The spiking and .004 and
.008 second lags produced similar results. The .004 second lag was
chosen, as the horizons of interest appeared to be more distinct. The
.012 and .016 second lag yielded results that were very similar to the
record before decon.
The remaining deconvolution parameter is the analysis window.
The analysis window varies across the line. This window was chosen to
include all possible continuous reflectors and to try to eliminate refractions
and noise. Generally across the line it included the first two seconds of
data directly below obvious refractions. A record processed with an
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operator length of 0.100 seconds with a lag of .004 seconds and three
different analysis windows is shown on Figure 19. If the entire record is
used in the analysis many reverberations are left in the data. (Figure 198)
The vyindow that includes the part of the record where most coherent
reflectors are located (in this case ,0.3 to 2.0 seconds) produced the best
results overall. (Figure 19b). When the data from 1.5 to 3.0 seconds are
used in the~is, the latter part of the record is improved from the
record using the 0.3 to 2.0 second window. (Figure 19c) This
improvement of the latter part of the record when using the 1.5 to 3.0 vs
the 0.3 to 2.0 second window is evidence that using two analysis
windows is a better choice. The character of the signal changes through
time and movement through the earth. Using a two analysis windows,
allows for this change producing more effective deconvolution from 1.5 to
3.0 seconds
The next major processing step is stacking. Upon stacking several
traces, coherent signal adds where random noise does not. This greatly
improves the signal to noise ratio. The improvement of the signal to noise
ratio is equal to the square root of the fold of the data.
A mute was chosen for the data before velocity analysis. This was
?
done to rid the data of all obvious refractions and shallow noise. This
proved more successful in the areas where the water was deep. Figure
16
20 and Figure 21 show two CMP gathers before and'\after mute. The
,"\"
refractions in the record shot over deep water, Figure 20, are easily
separated from the reflections and can be muted. The record shot in
shallow water, Figure 21, has the refractions and reflections intermingled.
Muting in these areas only rids data of shallow noise found above the
water bottom reflections.
Normal moveout has to be performed before stacking. There are
several programs to aid in the choosing of the velocities that will produce
. the best stack. This study used two of them - velocity scans and
constant velocity stacks. In a velocity scan, the semblance is calculated
across a single record stacked at several velocities. This results in a
contour plot of the semblance found at different velocities. The velocities
are chosen by picking the high points. (Figure 22} shows three examples
of the. velocity scans used for the data. There are very few velocity picks
that could be made with confidence using these scans. These plots do
point out that the velocities appear to be confined to less than 10000 feet
per second.
The other method that was used in choosing velocities was
constant velocity stacks. These stacks are generated by performing
normal moveout and stacking at one velocity for the entire length of the
record, across several sequential CMP gathers. This is repeated over a
17
range of velocities at several different locations throughout the line. The
velocity producing the most continuous reflector at a particular time is
chosen. One velocity is chosen for each prominent reflector in the gather.
The constant. velocity stacks gave the best ,velocity information for this
data set and were used throughout. Figure 23 and 24 are examples of
constant velocity stacks. Figure 23 is a constant velocity stack performed
in an basin area. There are several reflectors where velocities can be
readily chosen. The velocities chosen from this particular constant velocity
stack were:
4740 feet per second at 0.38 seconds
5000 feet per second at 0.48 seconds
6000 feet per second at 0.6 seconds
8500 feet per second at 0.9 second
9000 feet per second at 3.0 seconds.
Due to the short offsets used when acquiring this data, the last two
seconds- of data stack over a wide range of velocities. Figure 24 is a
constant velocity stack from a platform area where velocity choices are
more difficult. This is due to the lack of sediments in this area. The
chosen velocities from this constant velocity stack are as follows:
4500 feet per second at 0.2 seconds,
5750 feet per second at 0.3 seconds,
6750 feet per second at 0.6 seconds,
7000 feet per second at 0.0.8 seconds,
7250 feet per second at 1.3 seconds,
8000 feet per second at 3.0 seconds.
This line contains a great deal of faulting which necessitates the
------\
performance of velocity analysis at frequent intervals across the profile.
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For the brute stack velocity analysis were performed approximately every
mile.
To test the results of the velocity analysis and to check the general
quality of the data that will be stacked together a normal moveout
program can be run on the data without stacking .
The process of normal moveout creates frequency distortions in
shallow data with far offsets. These distortions predominantly effect
shallow and low velocity events. To keep these distorted wavelets from
detracting from the stacked data a stretch mute is used. For this data set
a 0.5 stretch mute was chosen. This mutes out any wavelet which has
been stretched over 50 percent.
Figure 25 and 26 show selected CMP gathers before and after
normal moveout. In Figure 26 the reflectors have flattened but additional
muting must be performed to clean up the data to produce a better stack.
For example, in record 2000 at. 0.20 seconds traces three and four
detract from the water bottom signal recorded in traces one and two, at
0.4 seconds traces 9 through twelve should be muted to produce a· clean
reflector. In record 2050 at 0.35 seconds a mute should be applied to
remove traces 11 and 12. At 0.6 seconds traces 9 through 12 should be
muted. Similar muting was performed on the other records. Figure 27
19
shows the records after the mute has been applied. The muted records
should produce an improved stack. '"
A brute stack was now run using .the following processes: mute,
ABC scaling, deconvolution, NMO correction, stretch mute and a post
NMO mute. The brute stack helped pinpoint areas which could be
r---
improved with further velocity analysis. It also established there were no
coherent reflectors at times greater than three seconds in section II of the
-seismic line. All further processing of section II was concentrated to
enhance the top 3 seconds of data. Section I was kept to 6 seconds.
The brute stack also highlighted that the resolution of section I, with
twelve fold coverage was superior to section II, with six fold coverage.
To further improve the resolution of section II, two sequential
common midpoint gathers were added together as one across the profile.
This increased the fold of the data to twelve in exchange for a coarser
midpoint spacing, from 55 feet to 110 feet. Figure 28 and 29 are of the
same portion of the line. Figure 28 has been processed as 6 fold with
midpoint spacing of 55 feet, while Figure 29 has been processed as 12
fold with 110 midpoint spacing. The improvement in the resolution more
than compensated for the increased midpoint spacing.
After the brute stack, additional velocity analysis were then
performed in areas of interest across the line, primarily in the portions of
20
the line that crossed sedimentary basins. Several additional stacks were
produced while fine tuning the velocities and mutes to produce the best
section (Plates 1 and 2).
The final major step in processing is migration. Migration moves
dipping reflectors into their true subsurface positions and collapses
diffractions, thereby delineating detailed subsurface features such as
faults. As faults are the structure of interest in these sections, migration
was expected be very helpful in accurately portraying these faults and
enabling them to be mapped in their true subsurface position. Both F-K
~
and wave equation migration programs were used to att.empt to migrate
the data. Velocities were also vaneC!; 50, 80, 85, 90, 100 and 200% of
stacking velocities were used in these programs. The results were less than
satisfactory. In both cases the noise was migrated into smiles but there
was little visible movement of dipping layers and no collapsing of
diffractions. Figures 30 and 31 show part of SectioR I before and after
migration. There is very little positive change in this section. At 3.8
.seconds on the south side of the section -there was some movement of the
dipping reflector. This is a difficult area to migrate due to the steep slope.
Another possibility is that the "diffractions" are really structure. Figure 32
and Figure 33 are from the northern part of the line where the slope is less
steep. Similar results are found here. The upper portion of the record has
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not changed but there is movement of noise in the latter part of the record.
An Automatic Gain Control was used to scale the data prior to
printing hard copies of the sections. This is a time variant scaling based
upon a function and a "sliding" analysis window. At each position of this
window, the average amplitude within the window is calculated and a gain
factor is applied to the data, relating the amplitude within the window to
an average amplitude over the entire trace. Small analysis windows can
cause a significant loss of signal character by boosting zones that contain
small amplitudes. If too large a window is chosen then the effectiveness
of the AGC is lessened. The AGC window chosen for this data was 0.25
seconds. The AGC is a quick and effective way of bringing out the lower
portion of the record, unfortunately it causes the loss of relative
amplitudes. Relative amplitudes are useful in determining the acoustical
impedance across the interface which produced the reflection helping in
the determination of rock types. While very useful, the amplitude
information, is not crucial for the results of this study. Figure 34 is of a
record before and after AGC scaling.
The data is also filtered before a hard copy is produced. Filtering
parameters are chosen to rid the data of as much high and low frequency
noise as possible while preserving the signal. High frequencies are quickly
attenuated when traveling through the earth. Figure 358 is of an
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amplitude spectrum from one entire record. There are frequencies
ranging from 10 to over 120 hertz. When this is broken down into
different segments of time the high frequency attenuation is obvious.
Figure 35b is of the first second of data. There are signal! frequencies
ranging from 10 to over 120 hertz. Figure 36a is a spectrum from 1 to 2
seconds. This also shows signal frequencies from 10 to 120 hertz but the
peaks have shifted towards lower frequencies. Figure 36b, a spectrum
from two to three seconds, shows a dramatic shift in signal frequencies
down to 10 to 50 hertz with a second peak at 60 hertz. The 60 hertz peak
. .
is attributable to noise. In Figure 37a, a spectrum from 3 to 4 sec0!lds,
the signal frequencies are now from 10 to 30. Figure 37b, from 4 to 6
seconds, does not change appreciably from Figure 37a. Any frequencies
not contained in these ranges are considered noise and can be filtered out.
A time variant filter was designed for the data because of the
changing range of signal frequencies through time. The top two seconds
were filtered with a band pass filter with points at 5,10, 50, 100. The
remaining four seconds were filtered with a 5, 10, 30, 60 band pass filter
An overlap of 0.5 seconds was used_as_axamp_betweenJilters.__Figure 38
shows an example of a record before filtering. There is much high
frequency and some low frequency noise on this record. Figure 39a shows
a record with a 5, 10, 30, 60 band pass filter. This filter clears the data
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of high and low frequency noise but also clears the top two seconds of
data of signal as well. The 5, 10, 60, 120 filter, Figure 39c leaves the
signal intact on the top two seconds of data but too much high frequency
noise also remains. Figure 39b has a filter of 5, 10, 50, 100. This filter
clears most high frequency noise while retaining the signal in the top two
5econds of data. Figure 40 shows the same record as Figure 38 with a
time variant filter, the top two seconds have a 10, 20, 50, 100 filter
applied, the balance, a 5, 10, 30, 60 filer. This combination of filters,
does the best job at reducing the noise while preserving the signal.
Plates 1 and 3 and 2 and 4 are the before and after views of the
reprocessed line 131 D. Most improvement in the section is found in the
basin areas. This is to be expected as these areas are where sediments
accumulate providing velocity/density contrasts which produce reflections.
General improvements found in the reprocessed line are: further
suppression of multiples, improved definition of sediment layers, faults, and
basin boundaries.
Specifically, starting from the southern end of the line, there is a
major reflector at Shot point #791 to #741 , 3.8 seconds which was not
visible with the previous processing. This could be the top of the
down-dropped side of the fault which has created this sediment
accumulation. From shotpoint #791 to #750, the sediments that lie
24
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between 2.5 and 3.8 seconds now appear almost horizontal. These are
covered by a thick layer of sloped sediments which appear to pinch out at
'"
shotpoint #775. Further up the slope reflectors are less continuous and
difficult to follow. At the top of the slope there is a level platform area
which parallels the western coast of Puerto Rico. Here sediments thin from
south to north. The water bottom reflection has been somewhat improved
with reprocessing although it is still not well defined in the platform area.
The poorly resolved water bottom reflection is a result of a low
velocity/density contrast between the water and the water saturated
sediments in combination with the difficulty muting refractions.
There is a gap in the reprocessed data from shotpoint 596 to 547.
This gap crosses a basin visible on the previously processed line. North of
this gap there are numerous faults that appear to cut the seafloor. These
,
are located at shotpoint 530, 500, 470 and 440. The basins associated
with these faults are faintly outlined on the reprocessed section. Each of
the basins dip steeply on the southern side and has a gradual slope to the
north. Further north, at shotpoint 340, there is a small graben or strike
slip fault. There does not appear to be a break in the seafloor associated
with this structure. Following this structure there is another series of
faults. The offset of these faults becomes progressively larger northward.
A strong double reflection at .3 seconds at shotpoint can be traced from
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this point to the end of the line. The strong reflectors below this double
reflection appear to be multiples of this doublet in all but the pasin furthest
to the north. There appears to be s'ea"flCror breaks and minor offsets,
associated with these faults at shotpoint 270, 230. From shotpoint 230
north to shotpoint 200 the water bottom reflection is very irregular. The
top stratigraphic layers of the basin fill which are located between
shotpoint, shotpoint appear to be truncated by erosion. The platform
edge is located at shotpoint 140. This is followed by two wide basins
which are separated by a fault showing a seafloor offset of 0.2
seconds.(shotpoint 90). The basin north of this fault has a well defined
reflector at 0.6 seconds which onlaps at shotpoint 70 which was not
visible on the previously processed line. As mentioned previously, the
strong reflector below the doublet in this basin does not appear to be a
multiple but true structure.
MAPPING:
The second segment of this research project involved mapping faults
off the western Coast of Puerto Rico. Hard copies of the original seismic
sections were used for this mapping.
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The area covered by the seismic lines being used in this study can
be divided into several different regions each displaying different seismic
characteristics associated with different structural types (Map 1).
* Platform Area
* Steep drop-off - south of platform
* Basin and Ridge Area - north of platform
* Faulted area - west of platform
*Graben - northwest of platform
*Thick sediments, high angle faults - far west
Off the western edge of southwest Puerto Rico there is a raised
platform. This is illustrated by sections of line 10-1050 (Figure 41) and /
10-1160 (Figure 42). The resolution of the seismic profiles in this area is
poor. The shallow water coverage makes it difficult to separate the
refractions from the reflections and they are consequently included in the
stack. This deteriorates the quality of the data. Platform sediments
thicken to the southwest and are broken up with numerous faults. Most of
the faults in this area trend east-west (Map 2). Several appear to cut the
seafloor but due to the poor resolution it is difficult to be sure. An
example is seen on Figure 41. The three faults marked could be active but
it is difficult to determine due to poorly defined seafloor. The changing
nature of the faults makes it difficult to trace structures from line to line.
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The majority of the platform perimeter is made up of a distinct ledge with·
a sharp drop off. This ledge can be seen on Figures 41 and 42. There are,
however, areas where this ledge does not exist, instead a gentle slope
leads off the platform (Figure 43).
Directly south of the platform, there is a steep drop-off of over 2000
meters .®ere it appears to level off. The seismic lines end before the full
extent of this drop-off can be determined (Line CR-141 D - Figure 44)
Further west the drop-off becomes divided into two sections. There is
the initial drop at the edge of the platform, a gently sloping area and then
a steep drop of over 2000 meters (Line ID-1051D - Figure 45). This
drop-off is related to the Muertos Trough which lies to the south.
Directly north of the platform there is a sequence of basins and
ridges. There are two basins and ridges visible in the seismic lines with a
hint of a third further north. The displacement on the faults that created
these features becomes greater towards the west. The first ridge
forming fault north of the platform is the Desecheo Ridge Fault. This
fault is part of the Great Southern Puerto Rican Fault Zone. It can be
easily traced from the coast of Puerto Rico; west past Desecheo Island.
(Line ID107D (Figure 46), ID 104D (Figure 47). At this point the fault
becomes difficult to follow as the whole area to the west is down-dropped
and heavily faulted. This a is high angle fault with vertical relief of up to
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4000 meters assuming a velocity of 2000 meters per second.
Sedimentation has filled in more than half of this relief. The horiz.ontal
displacement from the top of the up-thrown block to the top of the
down-dropped block varies. At the widest point the horizontal offset of
this fault is approximately 2800 meters assuming a velocity of 2000
meters per second.
The basin, south of Desecheo Ridge, created by the down-dropped
side of this fault contains several west-northwest trending faults. (Figure
48 - Line ID-111 D and Figure 49 - Line ID-106). Two of these faults break
the seafloor and can be traced across several of the seismic lines as far
west as Desecheo Island. One of these faults can be traced from
offshore, just north of Mayaguez. The second fault is not visible until it
crosses Line ID 105D.
Further north lies another basin and ridge. These are illustrated by
(Figure 50 - LinelD 129D and Figure 51 - ID 103D). Where the fault
crosses 129D the top of the up-thrown block has been eroded there is a
sediment cover on the down dropped side. At the point the fault is
crossed by line ID-103D the vertical displacement has reached
approximately 1800 meters using a velocity of 1500 meters per second..
There has been minimal sedimentati~n in this basin. This fault trends
\
)
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northwest where it becomes part of the graben structure of Mona
cany~~
To the west of the platform and basin and ridge area, there is a wide
north south trending faulted zone. This zone extends from the Mona
Canyon Graben to the end of the seismic grid in the south. There is
.
minimal faulting on the southern end (Figure 52 - Line 10422-0). Further
north the zone becomes more heavily faulted (Figure 53 - Line 10 4120 ).
Finally it makes a transition to the graben like structure which makes up
"-
Mona Canyon (Figure 5~A:QA-D).
Further west, beyond the faulted zone the terrain becomes relatively
-_.. __.~._-_._------- -- -
flat and covered with a thick uniform sediment layer. These sediments are
disturbed by high angle faults which display characteristics of strike slip
motion. (Figure 55- Line 10 4050, Figure 56- Line 10 416 and Figure 57-
Line 104140). Figure 56 and 57 show sections of two sequential lines
(10-4160 and 10-4140). Line 104160, Figure 56 lies 15 km south of line
10-4140, Figure 57. The faults on Figure 56 dip west while the faults
seen on Figure 57 dip east.
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DISCUSSION:
Accurate interpretation of distinctive signatures of different fault
systems in cross-section and map view is important to the success of this
project.
Strike-slip faults are more or less vertical where normal faults are
commonly Iisteric. Because strike-slip is a deep seated process, basement
is almost invariably involved. Faults propagate from basement u·pward and
outward through the sedimentary section so that a cross section resembles
the cross section of a cone. This is referred to as a "flower structure".
Normal faults in cross-section are one of the least complex styles to
identify. . They commonly display a rotated slab and monoclinal-step
appearance. In map view strike-slip faults often occur in en echelon
arrangement and are confined in a relatively narrow, persistent linear zone.
Normal faults' map patterns are highly variable and difficult to predict,
however, frequently they demonstrate a relay pattern.
The study area is highly faulted. These faults show a combination
of extensional and strike slip features. There are small flower structures
visible on the furthest western lines (Figure 55) and many of the faults are
high angle and change character from line to line. There are also faults
that show the classic rotated slab normal fault features (Figure 48). None
of the faults can be constrainted at depth because the acoustical basement
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does not produce coherent reflections that can be offset. The faults
which created the basin and ridge area and Mona canyon display normal
characteristics with horizontal offset on the order of kilometers. There is
nothing visible to discount strike-slip from playing a major role in the
motion of this area. The Desecheo Ridge fault, which displays normal
) characteristics, is part of the Southern Puerto Rico Fault Zone. Structural
orientations and motion directions along this fault zone in south central
Puerto Rico are those that would be found in a left-lateral transcurrent fault
zone. The displacement along this fault zone has been estimated to be up
to 50 kilometers (Erikson et al 1990.)
One possible interpretation of the faults and structural features seen
in this region is the counterclockwise rotation of the Puerto Rican block
(Figure 2b). The extension seen in Mona Canyon and the basin and ridge
area is created as the Puerto Rican block pulls away from North American
to the north and the Hispaniola to the west (Map B). Strike-slip faulting
takes place through the mona canyon and along the western edge of the
study area. This could mark the western edge of the Puerto Rican block.
The highest concentration of faults is not found along this proposed block
boundary rather they are found at the southern end of Mona canyon,
trending north-south, and south of Desecheo ridge trending east- west.
Local seismicity recorded from 1990 to 1992 (Figure 3) also shows a
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similar pattern. This activity would suggest that this microplate is not
rotating as a rigid block, rather it is undergoing internal deformation. This
deformation is taking place along the Desecheo ridge fault and the serie.s
of east-west trending faults which lie directly offshore southwest Puerto
Rico.
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Figure 1 - Tectonic setting of Puerto Rico
Adapted from Geology af North America, Volume H, The Carribbean Region
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Extensional allochthrons between Hispaniola and Puerto Rico
sliding southwards into the Muertos trough from Larue et al
(1991 ).
Rotating Puerto Rico block from Masson and Scanlon (1991).
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Epicentral map of earthquakes recorded near Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands during 1990,1991,1992.
Epicenters of all earthquakes recorded during 1990,,1991, and
1992 in the region of the Great Southern Puerto Rico Fault
Zone (256 events).
From the University of Puerto Rico Seismic Network
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Figure 4 Geologic sketch map of Puerto Rico based on Briggs and
Akers, (1965), cox and Briggs, (1973), U.S.G.S.quadrangle
maps.
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Shot records #180 and 181 with AGe scaling and 5,10,30,60
band pass filter. 42
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Figure 10 CMP gather processed with different ABC scaling factors and
a 0.9 to 1.9 second application curve
10a ABC - 3,4,4 - amplitudes of bottom 1.0 second of data too
low.
10b ABC - 4.5,4.5,4.5 - amplitudes balanced.
10c ABC - 6,6,0 - amplitudes of bottom 1.5 seconds too high
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Figure 11
11a
11b
11c
CMP gather processed with ABC scaling factors of 4.5,4.5,
4.5 and different application curves.
Curve 002. to 3.0 seconds. This suppresses the amplitudes
early in the record and brings up the latter part of the record
too high.
Curve from 1.0 to 3.0 seconds. Amplitudes of the latter part
of the record too high.
Curve from 0.9 to 1.9 seconds. This produced balanced
amplitudes.
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Figure 12 CMP from deep water area with different ABC scaling factors
and curves.
12a ABC scaling factors 3,3,3, curve .002 to 4.5.
12b ABC scaling factors 1.5,1.5,1.5 curve .002 to 4.5.
12c ABC scaling factors 1.5,1.5,1.5 curve .002 to 5.0.
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Figure 12 CMP from deep water area with different ABC scaling factors
and curves.
12a ABC scaling factors 3,3,3, curve .002 to 4.5.
12b ABC scaling factors 1.5,1.5,1.5 curve .002 to 4.5.
12c ABC scaling factors 1.5,1.5,1.5 curve .002 to 5.0.
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Figure 13 CMP from shallow water area with different ABC scaling
factors and curves.
13a ABC scaling factors 5,5,5 curve 0.9 to 1.9.
13b ABC scaling factors 20,0,0 curve 1.2 to 2.0.
l3c ABC scaling factors 0.10,0 curve 1.2 to 1.8.
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Figure 15 Auto Correlation 15a performed on a trace with no
deconvolution. 15b performed on a trace with deconvolution
using an .026 operator.
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Figure 16 Auto Correlation. 16a deconvolution using a 0.050 second
operator. 16b deconvolution using a 0.100 second operator.
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Figure 17 Auto Correlation. 17a deconvolution using a 0.150 second
operator. 17b deconvolution using a 0.200 second operator.
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Figure 21 CMP gather from shallow water area before and after mute.
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Figure 20 CMP gather from deep water area before and after mute.
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Figure 23 Constant Velocity Stacks from basin area.
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Figure 24 Constant Velocity Stacks from platform area.
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Figure 25 Select CMP gathers before Normal Moveout.
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Figure 30 Portion of Section I stacked but not migrated
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Figure 31 Portion of Section I stacked and migrated
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Figure 34 Field record before and after ACG scaling.
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Amplitude Spectrum for entire record.
Amplitude Spectrum for top 1 second of data.
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Amplitude Spectrum from 1 to 2 seconds.
Amplitude Spectrum from 2 to 3 seconds.
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Figure 37 37a
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Amplitude Spectrum from 3 to 4 seconds.
Amplitude Spectrum from 4 to 6 seconds.
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Appendix A
Processing Parameter Decks
Parameter deck for sorting data from shotpoint 790 to 700.
* XSS GO LIST
EDIT
TIME 6.0
SMPINT 0.002 ,.-
RTYPEFIELD
TRACES 1,24,1
REEL 4680101
..REC 1,212
**PROC MSORT OUTPUT=PRCMPl.DAT
* SEGYI
GPAR
..*EDZRO
..GPAR PWORD FLDREC PI32 SWORD FLDTR PI32
..ZERO 5,200,34
* MSORT
GPARDPS=110 SPS=220 FSS=220 DPNUM=l FOLD=12
FEET
.. PCELL
.STNINC=l,l
ALLCHT
RECPR
RECP1
SHOT 1 INCR=l
DIST 24/-615 1/-5675
RECP85
SHOT 85 DUMMY=l
...
..*AUXED OUTPUT=PRWCMP1.DAT
..RECP675
..DO 1 SKIP 25
END
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Parameter deck for sorting data from shotpoint 700 to 12
NEWSORT34567.PAR
*XSSGO LIST
EDIT
TIME 3.0
SMPINT 0.002
RTYPEFIELD
TRACES 1,24,1
:fILE PR4680103.DAT
'REC 311,323,1 ,.
REC 325,365,1
REC 367,618,1
FILE PR4680104.DAT
REC 619,760,1
REC 763,766,1
REC 768,781,1
REC 784,785,1
REC 789,808,1
REC 810,825,1
REC 827,842,1
REC 845,848,1
REC 851,863,1
REC 865,929,1
REC 931,938,1
REC 940,941,1
FILE PR4680105.DAT
REC 942,959,1
..FILE PR4680106.DAT
..REC 1,146,1
..REC 148,161,1
..REC 163,183,1
..REC 185
..REC 189,214,1
..REC 216,217,1
..REC 220,225,1
..REC 227,314,1
..FILE PR4680107.DAT
..REC 315,350,1
..REC 353,390,1
..REC 393,398,1
..REC 400,405,1
..REC 407,410,1
..REC 412,417,1
..REC 420,435,1
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Parameter deck for sorting data from shotpoint 700 to 12 (continued).
REC 438,439,1
..REC 443,467,1
..
**PROC MSORT OUTPUT=PR131CMP345.DAT
* MSORT
GPAR DPS=110 SPS=220 FSS=110 DPNUM=650 FOLD=12\ ~m .
STNINC=l,l
ALLCHT
RECPR
RECP 311 ,.
SHOT 1 INCR=l
DIST 24/-230 1/-2760
RECP323
SHOT 323 DUMMY=l
RECP365
SHOT 365 DUMMY=l
RECP 760
SHOT 760 DUMMY=2
RECP 766
SHOT 766 DUMMY=l
RECP781
SHOT 781 DUMMY=2
RECP 785
SHOT 785 DUMMY=3
RECP808
SHOT 808 DUMMY=l
RECP825
SHOT 826 DUMMY=l
RECP842
SHOT 842 DUMMY=2
RECP848
SHOT 848 DUMMY=2
RECP863
SHOT 863 DUMMY=l
RECP929
SHOT 929 DUMMY=l
RECP938
SHOT 938 DUMMY=l
..
..RECP 146
..SHOT 146 DUMMY=1
..RECP 161
..SHOT 161 DUMMY=1
..RECP 183
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Parameter deck for sorting data from shotpoint 700 to 12 (continued).
..SHOT 183 DUMMY=1
..RECP 185
..SHOT 185 DUMMY=3
..RECP 214
..SHOT 214 DUMMY=1
..RECP217
..SHOT 217 DUMMY=2
..RECP 225
..SHOT 225 DUMMY=1
..
..RECP350
..SHOT 350 DUMMY=2
..RECP390
..SHOT 390 DUMMY=2
..RECP398
..SHOT 398 DUMMY=1
..RECP405
..SHOT 405 DUMMY=1
..RECP410
..SHOT 410 DUMMY=l
..RECP417
..SHOT 417 DUMMY=2
..RECP435
..SHOT 435 DUMMY=2
..RECP439
..sHOT 439 DUMMY=3
..
..*AUXED OUTPUT=PRWCMP345.DAT
..RECP 675
..DO 1 SKIP 25
END
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Parameter deck for stacking from shotpoint 790 to 700.
* XSS''GO LIST
EDIT TIME 6.0 SMPINT .002 RTYPE DPT
..STACKING OF 4680101
REEL SCRATCH
REC 1,424,1
**PROC STACK OUTPUT=PRSTACK1E.DAT
..
* SEGYI
GPAR
*EDZRO
GPAR PWORD DnREC SWORD DPTTR
ZERO 171,172,12 173,174,11175,176,10 177,178,9179,180,8
181,182,7 183,184,6 185,186,5 187,188,4 189,190,3 191,192,2
193,194,1
* MUTE
GPAR RAMP 0.052 ABSDIST
RECP 25
MUTE -835.,2.102 -1275.,2.152 -1715.,2.202 -2155.,2.226
-3035.,2.308 -3475.,2.344 -3915.,2.388 -4355.,2.436
-4795.,2.470 -5235.,2.508 -5675.,2.552
RECP 100
MUTE -615.,2.018 -1055.,2.058 -1495.,2.096 -1935.,2.116 -2375.,2.192
-2815.,2.234 -3255.,2.272 -4135.,2.352 -4575.,2.388 -5015.,2.432
-5455.,2.462
RECP 175
MUTE -835.,1.6 -1275.,1.65 -1715.,1.68 -2155.,1.7 -2595.,1.794
-3035.,1.824 .
-3475.,1.880 -3915.,1.926 -4355.,1.956 -4795.,2.02 -5235.,2.064
-5675.,2.098
RECP 225
MUTE -835.,1.2 -1275.,1.278 -1715.,1.344 -2155.,1.394
-2595.,1.440 -3035.,1.492 -3475.,1.552 -3915.,1.598
-4355.,1.642 -4795.,1.694 -5235.,1.766 -5675.,1.812
..
RECP 250
MUTE -615.,1.118 -1055.,1.180 -1495.,1.224 -1935.,1.276 -2375.,1.334
-2815.,1.392 -3255.,1.444 -4135.,1.550 -4575.,1.624 -5015.,1.682
-5455.,1.720 -5675.,1.730
RECP 275
MUTE -835.,0.958 -1275.,1.028 -1715.,1.086 -2155.,1.132
-2595.,1.196 -3035.,1.252 -3475.,1.30
-4355.,1.430 -4795.,1.694 -5235.,1.766 -5675.,1.812
RECP 300
MUTE -615.,0.952 -1055.,1.008 -1495.,1.052 -1935.,1.106 -2375.,1.152
-2815.,1.184 -3255.,1.254 -4135.,1.346 -4575.,1.424 -5015.,1.462
-5455.,1.530 -5675.,1.540
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Parameter deck for stacking from shotpoint 790 to 700 (continued).
*SFABC
RECP 1
CURV 1.5,1.5,1.5,.002,5.0
..
*DECON
GPAR
RECP1
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004 NOISE 0.1
ANAW 1.,2.468,4.456 12.,2.660,4.866
APPW 1.,2.468 12.,2.660
RECP 100 .-.
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004 NOISE 0.1
ANAW 1.,2.150,3.96612.,2.482,4.232
APPW 1.,2.150 12.,2.482
RECP200
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.00,4 NOISE 0.1
ANAW 1.,1.572,3.530 12.,2.056,3.644
APPW 1.,1.572 12.,2.056
RECP300
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004 NOISE 0.1
ANAW 1.,1.052,2.972 12.,1.582,3.144
APPW 1.,1.052 12.,1.582
..RECP415
..DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004 NOISE 0.1
.. ANAW 1.,0.608,2.782 12.,1.298,3.058
.. APPW 1.,0.608 12.,1.298
..
*NMO
GPAR STRETCH=0.5 MUTE LINEAR FEET
..StackE
RECP 1
VT 4000,0.04050,2.4 4200,2.54600,2.65 5000,2.9 6000,3.7 6200,4.0
7000,6.0
RECP65
VT 4000,0.04400,2.35 5000,2.4 5100,3.0 5900,3.8 6700,5.6 7000,6.0
RECP100 . _. . . _
VT 4000,0.0 4400,2.2 4600,2.28 4800,2.55 4900,3.25 5000,3.77
7000,3.9 8000,6.0
RECP 145
VT 4000,0.04200,1.94500,2.14700,2.55300,3.2 5100,3.7 5300,5.1
6000,6.0
RECP 175
VT 4000,0.0 4550,1.84650,2.0 5000,2.5 4800,3.0 6200,,4.2 6400,4.5
7000,6.0
RECP 200
VT 4000,0.04800,1.75200,1.786600.2.42 7000,3.08000,4.0
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Parameter deck for stacking from shotpoint 790 to 700 (continued).
RECP 245
V1.' 4000,0.0 5100,1.35-6900,2.0 7000,2.5 7100,4.0
RECP 265
VT 4000,0.04600,1.155400,2.466600,2.656800,3.67000,4.0
RECP 300
VT 4000,0.04400,1.15400,1.66600,2.57000,3.12 7100,4.0
RECP 345
VT 4000,0.04600,0.914800,1.3 5300,1.8 6000,6.0
RECP 365
VT 4000,0.04400,0.85 480Q,1.0 5800,5.8 5900,6.0
RECP400
VT 4000,0.04200,0.64900,0.8 5000,1.0 7100,1.6 9000,6.0
RECP 418
VT 4000,0.0 4200,0.4 4900,0.8 5000,1.06719,1.3 7300,1.99000,6.0
..
*STACK
GPAR
..
END
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Parameter deck used to stack data from shotpoint 700 through
shotpoint 600.
STACK2B.PAR
*XSSGOLIST
EDIT TIME 3.0 SMPINT .002 RTYPE DPT TRACES 1,12,1
FILE NPRCMP2.DAT
REC 1,430,1
..
**PROC STACK OUTPUT=NPRSTACK2B.DAT
..REEL SCRATCH
..* SEGYI .
..GPAR
..
* MUTE
GPAR RAMP 0.052 ABSDIST
RECP 1
MUTE -2760.,.894
RECP6 ,
MUTE -1660.,.706 -1550.,.690 -2100.,.768 -1990.,.768 -2540.,.810
-2430.,.794
RECP 11
MUTE -560.,.520 -450.,.514 -1000.,.588 -890.,.584 -1440.,.610
-1330.,.588 -1880.,.686 -1770.,.668 -2320.,.704 -2210.,.700
-2760.,.782 -2650.,.780
RECP46
MUTE -340.,.172 -230.,.162 -780.,.200 -1220.,.302
, -1110.,.292 -1660.,.388 -1550.,.362 -2100.,.470 -1990.,.444
-2540.,.554 -2430.,.532
RECP56
MUTE -340.,.132 -230.,.118 -780.,.200 -670.,.176 -1220.,.290
-1110.,.278 -1660.,.374 -1550.,.344 -2100.,.476 -1990.,.448
-2540.,.544 -2430.,.514
RECP75
MUTE -560.,.144 -450.,.118 -1000.,.214 -890.,.200
-1440.,.298 -1330.,.270 -1880.,.362 -1770.,.348
-2320.,.476 -2210.,.454 -2760.,.532 -2650.,.554
..
*SFABC
GPAR
CURV 1/0,10,0,1.1,1.7
..
* DECON "~. \
GPARNANt\W2
RECP 1
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004 OVERLAP 0.3
ANAW 1.,0.646,2.0,1.7,3.0 12.,0.920,2.0,1.7,3.0
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oParameter deck used to stack data from shotpoint 700 through
shotpoint 600 (continued).
APPW 1.,0.646,1.7 12.,0.920,1.7
RECP56
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.200,2.0,1.7,3.012.,0.730,2.0,1.7,3.0
APPW 1.,0.200,1.7 12.,0.730,1.7
*NMO
GPAR STRETCH=0.5 MUTE LINEAR FEET
RECP1
VT 4000,0.04250,0.64300,0.86000,1.16750,1.6 7000,3.0
RECP25
VT 4000,0.04250,0.4 4300,0.55250,0.95500,1.1 7000,3.0
RECP 100 .
VT 4000,0.0 4500,0.16250,0.5 6500,0.7 7000,0.9 8000,1.4 8500,3.0
RECP200
VT 4000,0.05250,0.136250,0.4 6500,0.6 6750,0.95 8000,1.4 8500,3.0
RECP300
VT 4000,0.05000,0.136500,0.4 6750,0.6 7000,1.0 8000,1.4 8500,3.0
RECP350
VT 4000,0.0 4750,0.12 6750,0.35 6500,0.5 6750,0.65 7000,0.95 8500,3.0
RECP400
VT 4000,0.0 4050,0.12 6250,0.38 6500,0.42 6600,0.5 7500,0.56
7750,0.85
8500,3.0
..
* MUTE
GPAR RAMP .054
RECP50
MUTE -340.,.002 -670.,.210 -2430.,.434
RECP75
MUTE -450.,.002-890.,.270 -2650.,.462
RECP 150
MUTE -340.,.002 -1220.,.238 -2540.,.374
RECP 200
MUTE -340.,.002 -780.,.178 -1660.,.284 -2430.,.378
RECP300
MUTE -340.,.002 -670.,.206 -2100.,.424 -2430.,.498
RECP400
MUTE -340.,.002 -1110.,.372 -2430.,.578
..
* STACK
GPAR
..
END 110
Parameter deck used to stack data from shotpoints 550 to 230.
[nstack345c.par
I
*XSS GO LIST
EDIT TIME 3.0 SMPINT .002 RTYPE DPT TRACES 1,12,1
FILE PRNCMP345.DAT
..REEL SCRATCH
..TAPE 4680103, 4680104 AND 4680105
REC 650,1957,1
..
**PROC STACK OUTPUT=NPRSTACK345L.DAT
..
..* SEGYI
..GPAR
..
* MUTE
GPAR RAMP 0.052 ABSDIST
__./ RECP 650
MUTE -340.,.118 -230.,.108 -780.,.186 -670.,.178 -1220.,.252
-1110.,.240 -1660.,.330 -1550.,.304
..
*SFABC
GPAR
CURV 1/0,10,0,1.1,1.7
* DECON
RECP 650
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004 OVERLAP 0.3
ANAW 1.,0.102,1.80,1.5,3.0 12.,0.6,2.1,1.8,3.0
APPW 1.,0.102,1.5 12.,0.6,1.8
..
*NMO
GPAR STRETCH=0.5 MUTE LINEAR FEET
RECP 650
VT 4000,0.05000,0.16500,0.226500,0.58000,1.69000,3.0
RECP 800
VT 4000,0.04750,0.127750,0.357250,1.09000,3.0
RECP 900
VT 4000,0.05750,0.35750,0.4 6750,0.77500,1."19000,3.0
RECP 975
VT 4000,0.05250,0.126250,0.256750,0.4 9000,3.0
RECP 1000
VT 4000,0.04750,0.135500,0.36000,0.89000,3.0
RECP 1050
VT 4000,0.0.5250,0.126250,0.257250,0.357850,0.659000,3.0
RECP 1075
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Parameter deck used to stack data from shotpoints 550 to 230
(continued).
VT 4000,0.05250,0.12 7000,0.4 8000,0.7 9000,3.0
RECP 1100 .
VT 4000,0.04100,0.127900,0.359000,3.0
RECP 1120
VT 4000,0.04750,0.125000,0.185500,0.226750,0.3 7750,0.4 9000,3.0
RECP 1130
VT 4000,0.0 4750,0.12 6700,0.4 9000,3.0
RECP1140
VT 4000,0.04750,0.136300,0.359000,3.0
RECP 1150 ,.
VT 4000,0.04750,0.146750,0.356950,0.459000,3.0
RECP 1165
VT 4000,0.0 4750,0.14 5900,0.39000,3.0
RECP 1175
VT 4000,0.0 4350,0.16000,0.37000,0.4 7500,0.7 8500,0.99000,3.0
RECP 1250
VT 4000,0.04250,0.16250,0.26500,0.4 6800,0.67500,0.99000,3.0
RECP 1275
VT 4000,0.0 4500,0.12 6250,0.2 6500,0.38 6800,0.67500,0.99000,3.0
RECP 1348
-VT 4000,0.04050,0.125000,0.235750,0..8 7000,3.0
RECP 1420
VT 4000,0.04050,0.126000,0.8 7000,3.0
RECP 1460
VT 4000,0.04050,0.125250,0.67000,3.0
RECP 1490
VT 4000,0.04050,0.125750,0.3 6250,0.55 7000,0.688000,1.09000,3.0
RECP 1510
VT 4000,0.04050,0.15750,0.3 6750,0.57 7000,0.788000,3.0
RECP 1560
VT 4000,0.04750,0.186000,0.226750,0.4 7000,0.68000,3.0
RECP 1615
VT 4000,0.04500,0.156000,0.285500,0.456500,1.08000,3.0
RECP 1760
VT 4000,0.04500,0.157000,0.38000,0.69000,3.0
RECP 1770
VT 4000,0.04500,0.185000,0.257500,0.358500,0.69000,3.0
RECP 1800
VT 4000,0.04050,0.16 7000,0.32 7050,0.42 7100,0.6 85{)0,0.85
9000,3.0
RECP 1816
VT 4000,0.04050,0.126500,0.37000,0.69000,3.0
RECP 1830
VT 4000,0.04500,0.186750,0.37000,0.356500,0.6 7000,0.8 9000,3.0
RECP 1860
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Parameter deck used to stack data from shotpoints-550' to 230
(continued).
VT 4000,0.04500,0.126100,0.318500,0.58750,0.79000,3.0
RECP 1905
VT 4000,0.04500,0.126750,0.357000,0.5 7250,0.628000,3.0
..
*STACK
GPAR
..
END
".
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.;
Parameter deck for stacking data fr~m shotpoints 230A through 12.
* XSS GO LIST
EDIT TIME 3.0 SMPINT .002 RTYPE DPT TRACES 1,12,1
FILE NPRCMP.DAT
.REC 1900,2843,1
**PROC STACK OUTPUT=NPRSTACK67E.DAT
..* SEGYI
..GPAR
..
* MUTE
GPARRAMP 0.052ABSDIST
RECP 1900
MUTE -340.,.100 -230.,.110 -780.,.182 -670.,.158 -1220.,.240
-1110.,.218 -1660.,.294 -1550.,.276 -2100.,.334 -1990.,.320
-2540.,.424 -2430.,.462
..RECP2180
..MUTE -560.,.236 -450.,.230 -1440.,.224 -1330.,.218 -2210.,.450
.. -2760.,.526 -2650.,.542
RECP 2200
MUTE -560.,.100 -450.,.100 -780.,.162 -670.,.158 -1220.,.240
-1110.,.218 -2430.,.35
RECP 2350
MUTE -340.,.268 -230.~.278 -780.,.314 -670.,.318 -1220.,.374
-1110.,.370 -1660.,.438 -1550.,.430 -2100.,.496 -1990.,.496
-2540.,.566 -2430.,.582
RECP2400·
MUTE -:560.,.346 -450.,.344 -1000.,.394 -890.,.394 -1440.,.450
-1330.,.440 -1880.,.502 ,"1770.,.490 -2320.,.566 -2210.,.560
-2760.,.634 -2650.,.638
RECP2488
MUTE -Q60.,.346 -450.,.344 -1000.,.394 -890.,.394 -1440.,.450
-1330.,.440 -1880.,.502 -1770.,.490 -2320.,.566 -2210.,.560
-2760.,.634 -2650.,.638
RECP 2500
MUTE -560.,.180 -450.,.178 -1000.,.204 -890.,.204 -1440.,.274
-1330.,.258 -1880.,.386 -1770.,.354 -2320.,.440 -2210.,.446
~ -2160.,.508 -2650.,.520
RECP 2525
MUTE -340.,.20 -230.,.20 -780.,.236 -670.,.254 -1220.,.320
-1110.,.320 -1660.,.390 -1550.,.390 -2100.,.486 -1990.,.466
-2540.,.558 -2430.,.548
RECP 2550
MUTE -450.,.250 -1000.,.320 -890.,.320 -1440.,.366 -1330.,.376
-1880.,.436 -1770.,.458 -2320.,.504 -2210.,.526 -2760.,.614
-2650.,.596
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Parameter deck used to stack data from shotpoints 230A through 12
(continued).
RECP 2600
MUTE -560.,.298 -450.,.306 -890.,.348 -1330.,.406 -2210.,.554
-2650.,.600
RECP 2650
MUTE -560.,.334 -450.,.330 -890.,.360 -1330.,.426 -1770.,.482
-2650.,.646
RECP 2700
MUTE -560.,.352 -1000.,.360 -1440.,.454 -1330.,.434 -2650.,.706
RECP 2725 .
MUTE -340..,.358 -230.,.364 -780.,.396 -670.,.394 -1220.,.444
-1110.,.438 -2100.,.530 -1990.,.542
-2540.,.598 -2430.,.596
RECP 2775
MUTE -340.,.336 -230.,.3324 -780.,.360 -670.,.350 -1220.,.402
-1110.,.408
-2540.,.474 -2430.,.518
RECP 2800
MUTE -560.,.298 -450.,.296 -1000.,.354 -890.,.348 -1440.,.414
-1330.,.434 -1880.,.488 -1770.,.482 -2320.,.566 -2210.,.548
-2760.,.622 -2650.,.628
RECP 2825
MUTE -340.,.126 -230.,.116 -780.,.206 -670.,.212 -1220.,.288
-1110.,.294 -1660.,.386 -1550.,.368 -2100.,.460 -1990.,.442
-2540.,.534 -2430.,.518
..RECP2850
..MUTE -615.,0.242 -5675.,0.588
..
*SFABC
GPAR
RECP 1950
Cllli" 1/5,5,5,1.1,2.0
RECP 2366
Cllli" 1/5,5,5,1.0,1.5
RECP 2470
Cllli" 1.0,1.8
..
*DECON
GPAR
RECP 1900
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.116,1.48412.,0.570,1.750
APPW 1.,0.116 12.,0.570
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Parameter de'ck for stacking shotpoints 230A through 12 (continued).
RECP2300
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.164,1.740 12.,0.616,1.940
APPW 1.,0.164 12.,0.616
RECP2400
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.296,1.814 12.,0.632,1.974
APPW 1.,0.296 12.,0.632"
RECP 2500
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.266,1.75612.,0.584,1.884
APPW 1.,0.266 12.,0.584
RECP 2550
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.224,1.62612.,0.618,1.784
APPW 1.,0.224 12.,0.618
RECP 2700
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.342,1.58012.,0.736,1.764
APPW 1.,0.342 12.,0.736
RECP 2750
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.324,1.7-1412.,0.684,1.988
APPW 1.,0.324 12.,0.684
RECP 2825
DPAR OPLEN 1,0.102 LAG 1,0.004
ANAW 1.,0.154,1.620 12.,0.622,1.818
APPW 1.,0.154 12.,0.622
*NMO
GPAR STRETCH=0.5 MUTE LINEAR FEET
RECP 1900
VT 4000,0.0 4500,0.12 5250,.2 6750,.38 7000,2.0
RECP 1970
VT 4000,0.04750,0.136500,0.356750,0.627000,2.0
RECP 2000
VT 4000,0.04750,0.125250,0.26500,0.4 7250,0.9 7500,2.0
RECP ~05Q
VT 4000,0.04750,0.127000,0.357500,0.68000,2.0
RECP 2080
VT 4000,0.0 6000,0.20 8000,0.45 8500,2.0
RECP 2100
VT 4000,0.05000,0.127750,0.58000,2.0
RECP 2150
VT 4000,0.05000,0.128000,0.659250,2.0
RECP 2170
VT 4000,0.04250,0.24300,0.257000.0.357250,0.558000,0.7
8500,2.0 11 6
Parameter deck used to stack data from shotpoints 230A through 12
(continued).
RECP 2200
VT 4000,0.0 5000,0.25750,0.36750,0.67000,0.8 7250,1.3 8000,2.0
RECP 2250
VT 4000,0.0 5000,0.2 7250,0.4 7750,0.5 8000,1.2 8500,2.0
RECP 2266
VT 4000,0.0 5500,0.3 6000,0.4 6500,0.6 7000,1.0 8000,2.0
RECP 2300 .
VT 4000,0.0 5000,0.226500,0.5 6550,0.7 7250,0.8 8000,2.0
RECP 2320 ,-
VT 4000,0.0 5000,0.3 5500,0.5 7250,0.68000,2.0
RECP 2350
VT 4000,0.0 4900,0.35 5000,0.41 5000,0.6 6500,0.7 7500,2.0
RECP 2400
VT 4000,0.05000,0.385250,0.456000,0.76250,1.07000,2.0
RECP 2420
VT 4000,0.04750,0.364500,0.4 5000,0.46 5000,0.67 7000,0.72
7250,1.27500,2.0
RECP 2450
VT 4000,0.0 4750,0.4 5000,0.5 5500,0.96000,2.0
RECP 2500
VT 4000,0.0 5050,0.25250,0.4 5000,0.6 5000,0.7 5250,0.9
6000,2.0
RECP 2550
VT 4000,0.04500,0.285000,0.4 6750,0.557500,0.736900,0.97000,2.0
RECP26 '
VT 4000,0.0 4500,0.31 5000,0.4 4750,0.55 7500,0.687700,0.9 7800,1.3
8000,2.0
RECP 2650
VT 4000,0.04750,0.325000,0.68750,0.859250,1.29500,2.0
RECP 2700
VT 4000,0.04750,0.385000,0.55250,0.678500,0.99000,2.0
RECP 2750
VT 4000,0.0 4500,0.38 4750,0.67 8500,0.95 8750,1.3 9000,2.0
RECP 2770
YT4000,0.04500,0.35 4550,0.6 8000,1.08250,1.28500,2.0 l
RECP 2800
VT 4000,0.0 5000,0.3 5500,0.4 8000,0.9 8500,2.0
RECP 2820
VT 4000,0.05000,0.156250,0.66750,0.87750,1.08000,2.0
..
*STACK
GPAR
END 117
Parameter deck used for hard copy output of stacked data for shotpoints 790
to 700.
* XSS GO LIST
..COMM "FIELD RECORDS"
LDES
EDIT TIME 6.0 SMPINT .002
.. RTYPE STACK
..OUTPUT FOR STACKED DATA 4680101
FILE PRSTACK1E.DAT
..REC 1,424,1
..
**PROC SECFSEC NOPRIME
..* SEGYI
..GPAR
..
* MUTE
GPAR RAMP 0.052
RECP1
MUTE 1,2.320
RECP29
MUTE 1,2.338
RECP76
MUTE 1,2.254
RECP92
MUTE 1,2.156
RECP 106
MUTE 1,2.124
RECP 107
MUTE 1,2.126
RECP 117
MUTE 1,2.028
RECP 150
MUTE 1,1.800
RECP 171
MUTE 1,1.712
RECP 172
MUTE 1,1.710
RECP 188
MUTE 1,1.620
RECP 204
MUTE 1,1.550
RECP 205
MUTE 1,1.550
RECP 221
MUTE 1,1.362
RECP 222
MUTE 1,1.346
RECP 239 118
Parameter deck used for hard copy output ofstacked data for shotpoints 790
to 700 (continued).
RECP 262
MUTE 1,1.058
RECP 283
MUTE 1,1.052
RECP300
MUTE 1,1.004
RECP352
MUTE 1,0.824
RECP 385
MUTE 1,0.658
RECP 386
MUTE 1,0.652
RECP400
MUTE 1,0.484
RECP401
MUTE 1,0.468
RECP418
MUTE 1,0.274
RECP419
MUTE 1,0.264
RECP424
MUTE 1,0.286
..
.. FILTER DATA
..
* FILTR
RECP 1
GPARNFILT 3..
APPVV 1/0.0,2.3,2.0,3.5,3.0,6.0
BP 1,10,15,50,100
BP 2,5,15,40,80
BP 3,5,10,30,60
..
.. SCALEDATA
..
*SFAGC
GPAR AGCLEN 0.25
AGC
* SECTN
GPAR EDIT STACK
GAIN 4
ANTYPETRC
ANVINC 2,1
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Parameter deck used for hard copy output of stacked data for shotpoints 790
to 700 (continued).
ANTYPE2DPr
ANINC24,1
ONTRO
ONTRGF ...
HSCALE60
TSCALE 2.50
GO
*EDLAB
END
120
. Parameter deck used for hard copy output of stacked data for
shotpoints 700 through 12..
STACKOUTPUT.PAR
* XSS GO LIST
.LDES
EDIT TIME 3.0 SMPINT .002
RTYPESTACK
..OUTPUT FOR STACKED DATA
..FILE NPRSTACK2B.DAT
..FILE NPRSTACK67E.DAT
FILE NPRSTACK45B.DAT
...REC 1,430,1
..REC 1900,2843,1
..REC 650,1957,1
**PROC SECFSEC NOPRIME
..* SEGYI
..GPAR
..
.. FILTER DATA
* FILTR
RECP 650
GPARNFILT2
APP~ 1/0.0,1.5,1.2,3.0
BP 1,10,20,40,60
BP 2,5,10,30,50
..
.. SCALEDATA
*SFAGC
GPAR AGCLEN 0.25
AGC
*SECTN
GPAR EDIT STACK
GAIN 4
ANTYPETRC
ANVINC 2,1
ANTYPE2DPT
ANINC210,1
ONTRO
.. ONTRGF ...
HSCALE33
TSCALE 2.5
.. GO
END
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